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Abstract



services with a common functionality like flight-booking, although these Web services may have distinct nonfunctional properties. Web service community supports different non-functional requirements of user [3], shares the same domain of interest [18], and sustains the high availability of Web service through substitution [24, 15], and provides fault-tolerance in Web service composition [12].



Functionally similar Web services are grouped as a community to facilitate and speed up the process of Web services discovery. This paper presents a solution to keep the Web Service Community highly-available to the user or application. The term highly-available refers that the Web Service Community can continue providing services even when master Web service (i.e., coordinator) fails operationally. Our solution customizes a distributed election algorithm called Fast Bully Algorithm to identify a temporary master Web service when there is any operational failure in existing master Web service of Community. The identified temporary master Web service handles the service provision and management responsibilities of Web service community. Permanent master Web service takes back the mastering responsibilities from temporary master Web service when it resumes. For this, we introduce some additional functions to the existing architectures of master and slave Web services to run the customized Fast Bully Algorithm. Finally, a Weather Community is developed as a prototype example to illustrate our ideas practically. Keywords. Community, Engineering, High-availability, Web service.
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Figure 1. Overall Architecture of WSC The present architecture (Figure 1) [23, 16] of WSC uses a centralized approach to manage its components i.e. Web services. This approach has two roles namely master and slave. In a WSC, only one Web service has the role of master and the remaining Web services has the role of slave. Master Web service manages and controls slave Web services of WSC. Slave Web services follow the requests and orders of master Web service. Master Web service is a centralized coordinator that leads a WSC using special services related to community management such as development (or dismantlement), attraction, and retention of Web services. Master-slave relationship is regulated using Contract Net protocol (CNProtocol, in short), and Web Service Community Development Protocol (WSCDProtocol, in short). CNProtocol is used to provide service according to the users’ request. WSCDProtocol is proposed for the development purposes of WSC like attracting new Web services, registering the potential new Web service as a slave, ejecting the existing Web services, and monitoring the performance of slave Web services. This centralized coordination does not guarantee the availability of WSC when there is any op-



1 Introduction From the past few years, Web services are considered as the technology of choice to develop B2B and B2C applications [17, 25]. A Web service is a URI based accessible application that can be described, advertised, discovered and triggered to satisfy various needs like weather-forecast over a network [3, 21]. Web service technology standards are Web Service Description Language (WSDL), Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), and Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) [26]. Web services that are having similar functionalities are grouped as a community to facilitate and accelerate the process of identifying Web services according to users’ needs [14, 23, 16]. Web Service Community (WSC, in short) is a collection of Web 1



erational failure (time-out fault [7], for instance) in master Web service. The availability of WSC is directly related to the availability of master Web service. This is due to the following responsibilities of master Web service:



tion [13]. The reasons to adopt FBA instead of BA for providing high-availability to WSC are: (i) FBA requires only O(n) messages to identify a new coordinator whereas BA requires O(n2 ) messages, where n is the number of processes in the group, (ii) response time of FBA is quicker (half the time, approximately) than BA, (iii) FBA allows the recovered process to regain the position of coordinator immediately if its priority number is higher than current coordinator. Points (i) and (ii) minimize the communication between Web services of WSC to identify a new master. In [22], Ruberg et al. mentioned the costs involved in making a Web service call. This shows the importance of having less number of messages for providing high-availability to WSC. Point (iii) helps to: - retain the real master-slave relationship of WSC. Any one of the slave Web service can take up the role of master in a temporary basis only during the failuretime of master Web service, and permanent master Web service can regain its controls when it is up again. - keep some operations away from temporarily elected master Web service. Master Web service is not necessary to give all the operations to temporarily elected master Web service. For instance, (a) WS-Registration can be kept available only with permanent master Web service since the financial compensation for staying part of WSC could differ from one Web service to other in a business perspective, (b) Permanent master Web service can retain the functions of WS-Attraction and WS-Withdrawal with itself, in order to avoid temporary master’s personal choices/preferences affecting the introduction/ejection of Web services to/from WSC. The problems of other distributed election algorithms are available in [13]. The messages used in the election procedure of FBA are: election (request to start election), answer (response to election), nomination (notifies the highest numbered process as a potential candidate for coordinator), coordinator (claims the sender as coordinator), IamUp (sent by recovered process), and view (response to IamUp, contains processes list of group). In FBA, the process that first detects the failure of coordinator controls the election procedure. An example of this is shown in the Case-1 of Figure 2, in terms of WSC. Figure 2 has one master and four slave Web services. Master and slave Web services are correlated to the distributed processes of FBA. Master is the coordinator and it has the highest priority number always. Each slave has its own priority number, given by master during WS-Registration. For the illustration purposes, we consider that the Slave-1 has least priority among all Web services of WSC, Slave-2 has higher priority than Slave1, Salve-3 has higher priority than Slave-2, and Slave-4 has higher priority than Slave-3. Slave-1 detects the fail-



(i) Entry/exit point for all service requests and responses. Master Web service is the only external contact point of WSC. None of the user or application can get the service from WSC when master Web service fails from its operation. In other terms, WSC cannot continue providing the committed services or new commitments to the user or application when master Web service is unavailable from its operation. (ii) Management Responsibility of WSC. Master Web service controls and coordinates the slave Web services of WSC. Slave Web services will be totally out of control from WSC when master Web service fails from its operation. This out of control may lead to a chaos situation in WSC. For instance, slave Web service can move out from WSC without any prior notice. The present architecture does not provide any way to replace (either temporarily or permanently) the failed master Web service with a new Web service to take charge of master’s functionality. WSC provides a solution to the highavailability of Web service [15], but not for itself. This is due to the static and design time identification of master Web service. In this paper, we provide a dynamic solution to identify a new Web service as a temporary master in runtime when there is any failure in existing master Web service. Temporary master Web service is identified from the slave Web services of WSC by taking advantage of Fast Bully Algorithm [13] which is an extension of classical Bully Algorithm [19]. Further, we customize Fast Bully Algorithm to minimize the number of messages that are required to identify a new Web service as temporary master. Permanent master Web service retakes the role of master from temporary master Web service when it becomes active again. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 customizes Fast Bully Algorithm according to the requirements of WSC. Architecture and its operations of highly-available WSC are given in Section 3. The details of prototype implementation are reported in Section 4. Related works are discussed in Section 5 before providing our conclusion and future works in Section 6.



2 Customization of Fast Bully Algorithm Lee et al. [13] proposed Fast Bully Algorithm (FBA, in short) as an extension to Bully Algorithm (BA, in short) suggested by Molina in [19] for identifying distributed coordinator among distributed processes when existing coordinator fails. Due to the simplicity and fault tolerance, BA is commonly used algorithm for distributed process elec2



Slave-4 sends the IamUp message directly to Master. (ii) when permanent master becomes active. As like previous case, it is unnecessary to send IamUp message to all slaves because permanent master always has the highest priority number in WSC. So, we customize FBA to send coordinator message directly for all slaves instead of sending IamUp message and continuing further by permanent master Web service. This customization reduces the total number of messages from n3 to n for retaining the position of master. An example is shown in Case-2 of Figure 2, where the permanent master sends coordinator message directly to all Slaves i.e. 1 to 4. Apart from the above mentioned two cases, customized FBA (cFBA, in short) removes the necessity of sending election message to permanent master Web service during the failure cases of FBA given in [13]. This is because, cFBA provides the rights to permanent master for sending coordinator message directly to all slaves when it becomes active. This reduces one message from the respective failure case of FBA.



ure of Master in the Case-1 of Figure 2. So, Slave-1 initiates the election by sending election message to every slaves which has higher priority number than Slave-1. Slaves 2 to 4 receive election message in this case. Slave-1 receives answer messages from Slave 2 and 3. No response from Slave-4 since it is inactive. After seeing the answer messages, Slave-1 sends the nomination message to Slave-3 since it has the highest priority number among the received answer messages. After that, Slave-3 sends coordinator message to other slaves which has lesser priority number than Slave-3 to declare itself as temporary master. Master
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3 Highly-Available Web Service Community Active
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Figure 2. cFBA for WSC
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We customize FBA in the following two cases for reducing the number of messages further in the process of identifying temporary master Web service: (i) when a slave becomes active newly. As per FBA, if a process comes up then it has to send IamUp message to all other processes to find the coordinator. This is unnecessary for WSC, because permanent master always has the highest priority number than others. So, we customize FBA to send IamUp message only to permanent master initially when a slave becomes active. If permanent master is active then the newly active slave receives the view message to confirm the master. Otherwise, the newly active slave sends IamUp message to all other slaves, and chooses the coordinator based on the received view messages. In the best case (i.e. when there is a response from permanent master Web service), this customization reduces the total number of messages from n2 to 2 to identify the master, where n is the number of Web services in WSC. An example is shown in Case-3 of Figure 2, where the newly active
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Figure 3. Arch. of Highly-Available WSC Figure 3 shows the overall architecture of highlyavailable WSC, it has one master and n slave Web services. This architecture introduces two items newly to WSC, in comparison with the existing architecture which is shown in Figure 1. Those are: (i) Master Web service shares its WSC-database details with Slave Web services. Slave Web service makes use of this shared WSC-database when master Web service fails operationally. Master Web service shares its WSC-database information completely or partially with the Slave Web services. The amount of WSCdatabase sharing is based on the business requirements and objectives of a WSC. For instance, complete WSC-database can be shared with slave Web services when the community is meant for nonmonetary 3



In Slave Web Service (SWS, in short), we introduce the following functions newly: SWS-Election, SWS-Nomination, SWS-Coordinator, and SWS-IamUp. These are placed in a new module called SWS-HighAvailability. The updated architecture of slave Web service is shown in Figure 4. In that, existing functions are shown in shaded parts and newly introduced functions are non-shaded. The details of newly introduced functions are: • Answer ← SWS-Election(ElectionDetails) initiates the election after detecting the failure of master Web service. – SWS-Election is the name of the function that permit slave Web services to express the election requirement of WSC. – ElectionDetails is the incoming message from a slave Web service to other. Data type of ElectionDetails is complex that includes the discovery time of master’s failure. Application designer determines the complete structure of this message. – Answer is the outgoing message from a slave Web service to other slave Web service. Data type of Answer is boolean i.e. true or false.



services. For instance, book-enquiry of government library. Whereas, the WSC-database can be shared only partially when it is meant for monetary services. For instance, commercial flight-booking. This is because, the profit related community’s master could vary the financial compensation from a slave to slave. Updating replicated (or shared) WSC-databases are beyond the scope of this paper. (ii) Slave Web services can interact with each other. This enables the slave Web services to communicate with each other to identify a new temporary master from them when master Web service fails operationally.
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• SWS-Nomination(NominationDetails) nominates a slave Web service as potential temporary master for WSC. – SWS-Nomination is the name of the function that permit a slave Web service to nominate other slave Web service as temporary master. This is carried out after the successful execution of SWSElection function. – NominationDetails is the incoming message from a slave Web service to other slave Web service. Data type of NominationDetails is complex that includes the reason for nomination. Application designer determines the complete structure of this message. • SWS-Coordinator(MasterDetails) intimates the slave Web service about its new master (either temporary or permanent). – SWS-Coordinator is the name of the function that permit a slave/master Web service to intimate itself as temporary/permanent master of WSC. This is carried out after the successful execution of SWS-Election, SWS-Nomination functions in the case of slave Web service. However, permanent master Web service can carry out this function without those functions. – MasterDetails is the incoming message from a slave/master Web service to other slave Web service. Data type of MasterDetails is complex that includes the type of master (i.e., temporary or
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Figure 4. Updated Arch. of Slave Web service We introduce some new functions to the existing architectures [16] of master and slave Web service. These new functions provide the support to run cFBA in WSC for providing high-availability. In Master Web Service (MWS, in short), we introduce a new function called MWS-IamUp. This is placed in a new module called MWSHighAvailability. The details of MWS-IamUp function are: • View ← MWS-IamUp(SelfDetails) informs the rebirth of a slave Web service to master Web service. – MWS-IamUp is the name of the function that permit slave Web services to express its rebirth. – SelfDetails is the incoming message from a slave Web service to master Web service. Data type of SelfDetails is complex that includes the details of rebirth time. Application designer determines the complete structure of this message. – View is the outgoing message from master Web service to slave Web service. Data type of View is complex that includes the details of recent updates in WSC. 4



permanent) and nomination details in the case of the coordinator is temporary master. Application designer determines the complete structure of this message.



Web services engaged in composition scenarios [15], reputation to assess a WSC as perceived by users [8], and semantic data mediation for Web services input and output [20]. Unfortunately, none of the above mentioned works address the high-availability of WSC. This is the first work to address the high-availability requirement of WSC. However, we report some of the related works from the perspective of self-healing Web service composition since it appears close to the focus of this paper. Self-healing systems automatically detects, diagnoses, and repairs the localized problems resulting from failures in software and hardware. [11]. Some of the solutions available for self-healing of Web service composition are: (i) separate Web service to monitor the Web service that participates in composition [1], (ii) supervise the composition process through policies and aspects [2], (iii) use logs to track the failure of composition [10], and (iv) access proxy to identify or replace Web service [9]. Solution (i) opens up another problem of handling the failure of monitoring Web service, whereas our solution does not have such problem. Solution (ii) is undemocratic due to the usage of policies for identifying new Web service, whereas our solution is democratic in nature. Solution (iii) and (iv) assume that the coordinator is always available, whereas our paper’s focus starts when the coordinator is not available.



• SWS-IamUp is same as MWS-IamUp but the communication happens between two slave Web services. SWS-AbstractInterface allows the user or application to communicate with the slave Web service directly when that slave Web service takes charge as temporary master. SWS-CommunityInterface permits to communicate with other slave Web services as well as master Web service. SWS-RequestHandler is meant for running CN protocol. This module is activated when slave Web service takes charge as temporary master, and deactivated after handing over its charge to permanent master or other high priority slave. The details of SWS-RequestHandler is same as MWS-RequestHandler which is given in [23].



4 Prototype Implementation The prototype is implemented using Web service Toolkit Project (WTP) of Eclipse, Java Development Kit (JDK) 1.5, and Document Object Module (DOM) application programming interfaces. WTP provided an integrated development environment for developing Web services. JDK is used as a development language for developing Web services of community including its functions i.e. MWS/SWSHighAvailability. DOM is used for XML parsing purposes. The developed Web services are executed in Windows operating system of Java Runtime Environment (JRE). We have developed a WeatherCommunity to illustrate the assignment of temporary master and the acceptance of selected Web service to perform the role of temporary master. WeatherCommunity has four Web services, namely W1 , W2 , W3 , and W4 . W1 is the master, and remaining are slaves. W1 has higher priority than W2 . W2 has higher priority than W3 . W3 has higher priority than W4 . Initially, W4 detects the failure of W1 , and sends election message to W2 and W3 . After that, W4 nominates W2 after receiving answers from W2 and W3 . Finally, W2 takes charge as new temporary master after sending coordinator message to W3 and W4 . This includes SWS-Highavailability functions of slave Web service (W2 , in this case) of WSC. After sometime, W1 comes alive and retakes the role of master from W2 by sending coordinator message to W2 , W3 , and W4 .



6 Conclusion and Future Works This paper provides a solution for keeping a Web Service Community highly-available to the user or application. We have customized a distributed process election algorithm called Fast Bully Algorithm for identifying new temporary master Web service when the existing master Web service fails operationally. Temporary master Web service is identified from the slave Web services of a community. Also, we have given some new functionalities to the existing architectures of master and slave Web services of community for running customized Fast Bully Algorithm. This enables a Web Service Community to continue providing services and manage themselves in all situations. As the future work, we plan to analyze the performance of cFBA in large scale communities. Also, we plan to investigate the software agents for minimizing the Web service communication overhead during community management and high-availability related activities.
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FSMTA Community Service Award School Recommendation.pdf ... 

FSMTA Community Service Award School Recommendation.pdf. FSMTA Community Service Award School Recommendation.pdf. Open. Extract. Open with.
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Community Service Form0001.pdf 

Page 2 of 2. Community Service Form0001.pdf. Community Service Form0001.pdf. Open. Extract. Open with. Sign In. Main menu. Displaying Community Service ...
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NHS Community Service Volunteer Form.pdf 

Page 1 of 1. NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY. COMMUNITY SERVICE VOLUNTEER FORM. Massabesic High School. 88 West Road. Waterboro, ME 04087.
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ECHS - Community Service Record Form.pdf 

ECHS - Community Service Record Form.pdf. ECHS - Community Service Record Form.pdf. Open. Extract. Open with. Sign In. Main menu.
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Community Service Log Sheet 

Name. Semester ______ Academy. Date. Time. (0:00 â€“ 0:00). Describe in DETAIL what you worked on or did. Supervisor name, address, and phone number.
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Community Service Log 2014.pdf 

Page 1 of 1. Office. use only. Current hours:______ Counselor's signature: Previous hours: _____. Total hours completed: ______ Recorded by: Date: ______. COMMUNITY SERVICE TIME LOG. REQUIREMENT FOR GRADUATION (VVUSD). Rancho Verde High School. 17750
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Community Service Presentation Guidelines Due ... 

Explain how this work contributes to the community and to AACT. For full points your digital slide must be submitted in PowerPoint format to my email address,.
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Community Service Volunteer Timesheet.pdf 

There was a problem previewing this document. Retrying... Download. Connect more apps... Try one of the apps below to open or edit this item. Community ...
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